SOLUTIONS FOR A BETTER WORLD

The education and construction industries have been using the same thinking for
too long, resulting in harmful social and environmental consequences.

EDUCATION
REALITY
adolescent students
reported being
bullied in Canada

of elem./middle
students physically
assaulted in Canada

Canadian students
reported being
victimized
witnessed bullying
based on race in
Canadian schools

RESPONSE
Zero Tolerance and Progressive Discipline policies
Suspensions and expulsions are the norm
Exclusionary discipline is punitive vs healing

RESULT
Exclusionary discipline leaves students feeling
silenced, undervalued and misunderstood
Negative outcomes: (Centre for Promise report)
Lower levels of engagement and academic
performance
Higher levels of violence and antisocial
behaviour
Increased odds of dropping out and future
criminal behaviour

Schools SHOULD help students develop
skills to navigate conflict and provide a
safe and inclusive learning environment!

increase in global CO2
emissions since 1970

increase in climate-related
disasters

people each year displaced from
their homes
people projected to migrate due
to climate impacts by 2050

OF WORLD'S
CO2

OF WORLD'S
OVERALL WASTE

CONTRIBUTED BY CONSTRUCTION

An industry that builds homes SHOULD
NOT be simultaneously contributing to
displacing people from their homes!

Transforming youth conflict resolution
through play

Healing climate and community
through housing

The RJ Project is an EdTech solution that uses
a video game format to gamify the learning of
social-emotional skills needed to navigate
conflict in positive ways, to give youth a sense
of agency to create better outcomes.

Kuponya Innovations is developing new
construction materials that minimize climate
impacts, and co-creating sustainable housing
solutions with Indigenous communities affected
by climate change.

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP

Schools are not sufficiently safe and inclusive
Discipline policies focus on effects vs. the root
causes of behaviour
Curriculum is full and teacher time is limited
when used in schools has been found to reduce
suspensions and make school environments feel safer

Provide students with the skills to deal with situations
and resolve conflicts BEFORE they escalate
Create students that feel they have agency to effect
more positive outcomes
Take the powerful social-emotional lessons gained from
the restorative justice process and put them in the hands
of students BEFORE the problems occur

process is very time consuming, costly,
requires a lot of training, and is still reactive
We see the need and the opportunity for a SCALABLE solution
that is PROACTIVE vs reactive

For school boards that seek to create a safer, more
inclusive learning environment The RJ Project is an
EdTech solution that facilitates the development of
students’ social-emotional and conflict resolution skills.
B2B model, selling directly to school boards

Plan to pilot in WCDSB in September 2022
Marketing to school boards, starting with
elementary school / K-3 version

Starting in Ontario, scaling to other provinces, and
then into the U.S.
Staring with primary grades, we will be creating
versions of the game for junior, senior, and
secondary grades, with age appropriate situations

SUSTAINABLE POSITIVE IMPACT
People
K-3 students impacted - WCDSB

Pilot

Projection

9,020

K-3 students impacted - Ontario

666,255

National TAM - elementary and
secondary public school students

4,975,800

Planet
THE RJ PROJECT CONTRIBUTES TO THE
FOLLOWING UN SDGS:

Digital platform, eliminating use of paper-based products

Prosperity
License fee revenue - WCDSB

$10K

License fee revenue - K-3 Ontario

$1.44M

National TAM - all 4 versions

$28.96M

Construction industry is using unsustainable
materials that damage the environment
HFCs in spray foam and foam board insulation
have been banned in NA

Global insulation market
Global green building
materials market
Global 'tiny home' market
Hemp plants absorb CO2 as they grow - 1 acre absorbs
approx 40K lbs of CO2.
in total funding available from CMHC's Northern
Access round of its Housing Supply Challenge

We see the need and the opportunity for a SUSTAINABLE solution that supports INDIGENOUS communities

For building professionals who seek sustainable
building materials, Kuponya Innovations is creating
new applications for hemp insulation to create a
chemical free, carbon negative and compostable
alternative to traditional materials.

B2B model selling directly to contractors
Marketing to end users - architects and home
buyers, to generate demand

Creating an eco-friendly alternative to traditional materials
that uses a part of the hemp plant that is often discarded.
Building click-together panels with built-in insulation
designed for affordable, sustainable tiny homes.

Facilitating valuable training and skill development for
building and maintaining homes, to provide jobs within
Indigenous communities.

Compostable - waste free
Breathable - prevents mold and wood rot
Holds R-value longer
Chemical free

Plan to pilot in early 2023 with partners in the
Westchester Innovation Network
Niche focus on tiny homes
Co-creating sustainable housing solutions for
Indigenous communities in the NWT
Partnered with an Indigenous supplier to provide
an exclusive, consistent, and cost-effective
source of hemp

People
Indigenous households supported
through sustainable housing

Expand to mainstream construction and B2C
Develop new sustainable material as an
alternative to traditional concrete
Concrete is responsible for more of the world's CO2
emissions than plastic:
The global concrete market is expected to reach
$1,374.2B by 2028 with a CAGR of 8.2%

Pilot

Projection

173

6,308

(Fort Good Hope)

Planet
CO2 absorbed from the growth of
hemp to create insulation

~40,000 lbs

635M lbs

Leftover hemp material (seeds, etc)
used by Indigenous entrepreneurs to
create other products, leading to
economic growth

TBD

TBD

Revenue from sales of insulation

TBD

TBD

Prosperity

KUPONYA INNOVATIONS CONTRIBUTES
TO THE FOLLOWING UN SDGS:

